KASE MAKE CXD
KASEMAKECXD Digital Book Measure.
The KASEMAKE digital book measure is a tablet
based measuring device, combined with easy to
use software that permits error-free capture of
the critical measurements of a book.
This is achieved by placing the book on the tablet
sliding a probe alongside the book and pressing a
button.

The Book Measure can work independently of the main
KASEMAKE-CXD Box Making system. Use it in a remote
location to capture the dimensions of a block of books.
Against each set of dimensions enter the name of the
particular book and the style of box that will protect it.
You can add a location and an archive or shelf number,
plus other custom information.

Now transfer the recorded data to KASEMAKE-CXD.
You can use a network connection, e-mail,
memory stick or similar. The system now knows
exactly what you want, type of box, size required,
material to be used and identity of the book.

KASEMAKE-CXD will now help you to make the best use of
the sheets of archival board that you have in stock. The
system will help you create a layout of the boxes to be made
on a particular sheet. The layout builds on screen, box by
box, until the sheet is full. Now you are ready to cut and
crease the boxes, but before cutting, KASEMAKE will write on
the spine of each box the archive or shelf number of the
book that is going to be stored in that box.

www.kasemakecxd.com

Contact us today for more information,
and see the difference for yourself.

AG/CAD Limited
KASEMAKE House, Barlow Drive,
Woodford Park Ind. Est., Winsford
Cheshire, CW7 2JZ, England.
Tel. +44 (0)1606 863344
Fax. +44 (0)1606 863355
email sales@agcad.co.uk
web www.kasemakecxd.com

KASE MAKE CXD
As each box is made, KASEMAKE CXD marks
the job as completed so that the box will not be
made twice by accident.

Capable of working to an incredibly high level of accuracy we
set the systems to round to the nearest half millimetre. The box
created will then be more effective for storing a book than a
box chosen from a range of stock sizes which could allow
movement and potential damage.

The Book Measure is available in three sizes,
A2, A1 and A0. All models are table mounted
and the smallest is transportable, so it can be
operated in small spaces with a laptop
computer.

The data for all boxes created using the Book Measure is stored
in a Microsoft database and can be subsequently analysed to
ascertain what was made, when was it made, who made it,
what materials are used most, and so on.
The process of acquiring book data for box manufacture is
simple and easy to learn. After a few minutes tuition you can be
measuring and recording, accurately.
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The book measurer sizes:
A2, A1 and A0.
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